[Prostatitis syndrome. Changes in the ejaculate and effects on fertility].
Inflammation and infections of the male reproductive tract represent an important factor in male infertility that is potentially responsive to successful therapy. A standardized diagnostic procedure is a prerequisite for the exact evaluation of alterations of ejaculate specimens, especially in cases of the different forms of the prostatitis syndrome. Several alterations in ejaculate due to inflammation and infection have been identified that have a negative impact on the quality of sperm. Besides the influence of leuko- and bacteriospermia, the effect of inflammatory mediators, such as cytokines and reactive oxygen species (ROS), are being discussed as relevant pathomechanisms. These parameters just recently were incorporated into the conventional range of diagnostic criteria. Clinical studies that investigate the quality of ejaculate in the different forms of the prostatitis syndrome yielded contradictory results. Only antimicrobial therapy has been sufficiently described as a therapeutic option. In the future, it will be decisive to include novel functional and molecular parameters to define an interaction of urogenital infection and male infertility.